Intrafollicular expression of matrix metalloproteinases and their inhibitors in normally ovulating women compared with patients undergoing in vitro fertilization treatment
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Abstract

Objective: To assess possible differences in the activity of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), MMP-2 and MMP-9, and their inhibitors, the tissue inhibitors of MMPs, TIMP-1 and TIMP-2, in follicular fluid (FF) of women undergoing in vitro fertilization (IVF) treatment and of normally ovulating women.

Design: Prospective study.

Methods: MMP-2 and MMP-9 activity was analyzed by gelatin zymography and MMP-2, MMP-9, TIMP-2, TIMP-1 and 17β-estradiol levels were measured in FF by ELISA.

Results: We found significantly reduced MMP levels in FF of women undergoing IVF treatment when compared with those of normally ovulating women. In contrast, the TIMP-1 levels were found significantly increased in FF from IVF patients vs normally ovulating women. No significant differences were found for TIMP-2 between the two groups.

Conclusions: These findings underline a marked difference in MMPs and their inhibitors in the IVF women and the control group. Therefore we assume MMPs depend on hormonal steroidogenesis modulation induced by the gonadotropin protocol for IVF treatment.
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Introduction

Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMPs) play very important roles in extracellular matrix (ECM) remodeling in many physiological conditions, including ovarian follicular growth and ovulation (1–2). Specific aspects of follicular development, ovulation and subsequent formation and regression of the corpus luteum are dynamic events, largely performed by MMPs (3). MMPs and TIMPs are controlled by hormones, growth factors and cytokines, and are involved in critical changes in the structure and function of reproductive organs (4).

Although the role of extracellular MMPs in ovarian tissue remodeling during the life span of the follicle has been demonstrated, very few data report direct evidence for a relationship between human oocyte aging and the induction of matrix-degrading proteases and their inhibitors (5–7).

The balance between the level of active MMPs and available TIMPs determines the net MMP activity and therefore has a pivotal role in ECM turnover. This balance among MMPs and TIMPs is thought to be important in various pathologies including arthritis, cancer and tumor invasion as well as in physiological processes, such as follicular development and rupture (8). Follicular development and the rupture of the follicular wall that takes place at the time of ovulation are gonadotropin-induced processes that involve extensive tissue remodeling. Accordingly, proteolytic enzymes such as plasminogen activators and MMPs are expressed in the ovary in response to gonadotropins. Indirect studies suggest that these proteases provide a cascade of proteolytic activity required for follicular development and rupture of the follicular wall (9, 10).

The mechanisms controlling the production and activation of MMPs in vivo under physiological conditions are not well understood.

In this study, we present for the first time a comparative study of MMP and TIMP levels detected in follicular fluid (FF) of normally ovulating women and of patients

undergoing in vitro fertilization (IVF) treatment, relating them to 17β-estradiol levels.

Materials and methods

Patients and induction of ovulation

The study population included 11 women with natural cycles and 11 women under IVF treatment selected for male factor infertility.

The FF was collected during oocyte pick-up from women under IVF treatment (IVF Group). At the same time FF was collected during gynecological surgery from 11 pluriparous women (Control Group) with no stimulation treatment whatsoever. The FF single aspiration in the Control Group was performed during laparotomy procedure using a 30-gauge needle connected to a 5 ml syringe.

All FFs from the IVF Group and the Control Group used in this research come from a single-follicle aspiration. Exclusion criteria for this group were: infertility problems, endometriosis, ovarian cyst and genital cancer.

All ovarian stimulation in the IVF Group was performed by using a long down-regulation protocol with a gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonist (Enan tone 3.75; Takeda) on the 3rd day. Therapy was continued daily with 225 follicle-stimulating hormone r IU (Gonal F; Serono) from day 3 of the subsequent menstruation with an estradiol level <40 pg/ml.

Every 2 or 3 days, follicular monitoring was performed by serum estradiol measurement and serial transvaginal ultrasound. When three or more follicles >18 mm in diameter were seen on transvaginal ultrasonography, patients received 10,000 IU human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) (Profasi; Serono). Transvaginal ultrasonography-guided follicular aspiration (pick-up) was scheduled 35–36 h after hCG administration. In the Control Group, the women underwent surgery after transvaginal ultrasound examination. They were all in follicular phase, with follicles ranging from 18 to 20 mm in diameter. The patients in both groups were enrolled after signing a written consent to participate in the study.

After oocyte removal, FF samples were centrifuged at 800 g for 10 min. Blood-free, yellow-colored, undiluted FF samples were obtained from each patient. The protein content of each sample was determined using the method of Bradford (Bio-Rad; Milan, Italy) with BSA (Sigma) as the standard.

Zymographic analyses

Proteolytic activity of MMPs was determined in an equal volume of one aspirated clear FF from the two groups of women using gelatin zymography.

Zymography was performed using 7.5% SDS-PAGE gels co-polymerized with 1 mg/ml gelatin type B (Sigma). All FFs were diluted 1:10 with PBS and mixed with SDS-PAGE sample buffer in non-reducing conditions without heating. After electrophoresis, gels were washed twice for 30 min in 2.5% Triton X-100 at room temperature and incubated overnight in collagenase buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 10 mM CaCl₂, 150 mM NaCl) at 37°C. Gels were stained in Coomassie Blue R 250 (Bio-Rad) in a mixture of methanol:acetic acid:water (4:1:5) for 1 h and unstained in the same solution without dye.

Gelatinase activities were visualized as white bands, indicating proteolysis of the substrate. Every sample was assayed in duplicate and every experiment was performed at least twice. The same results were also observed when the MMP activity was evaluated, loading a known weight of the proteins (µg).

ELISAs for MMPs, TIMPs and 17β-estradiol

The concentrations of MMP-2 and MMP-9 in human FFs were determined in duplicate by using commercial kits, the Quantikine MMP-2 and Quantikine MMP-9 ELISA Kit (R&D System, Minneapolis, MN, USA). The assays employed the quantitative sandwich enzyme immunoassay technique designed to measure total MMP-2 (pro- and active MMP-2) and total (pro- and active form) of MMP-9. The assay sensitivity for MMP-2 was 0.03 ng/ml and 0.156 ng/ml for MMP-9. TIMP-1, TIMP-2 and 17β-estradiol ELISA Kits were purchased from Oncogene (Oncogene Research Products, San Diego, CA, USA). The assay sensitivity for TIMP-1 was 0.0096 ng/ml, 3 ng/ml for TIMP-2 and 28 pg/ml for 17β-estradiol.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis of the data was performed using Student’s t-test when two groups were compared. Data are presented as means±s.d. In all cases, P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Patient characteristics

In this study, we analyzed 11 women without fertility problems (Control Group) and 11 women undergoing IVF treatment selected for male factor infertility (IVF Group). The average age of the normally ovulating women was around 40, and 37 for the IVF patients. All FFs were collected from follicles which had reached a mean diameter ranging from 18 to 20 mm. The collected FF volume was similar at ~3.5 ml in both clinical groups. All these patient parameters are reported in Table 1.
MMP-2, MMP-9, TIMP-1, TIMP-2 and 17β-estradiol levels in FF

The presence of MMPs in each sample of aspirated FF was analyzed by gelatin zymography and ELISA. Lytic bands corresponding to MMP-2 and MMP-9 were observed (Fig. 1). The Control Group showed higher MMP-2 levels compared with the IVF. A similar trend was seen for MMP-9; in many samples from the IVF Group this enzyme was not detected. These gel observations were confirmed by quantitative determinations using an ELISA immunoassays (Fig. 2A and B). There is some variability within the Control Group results, probably due to the unique physiology of each woman, whereas all the MMP-2 levels of the IVF Group seem to be similar (Fig. 2A). The value, reported as ng/ml of total MMP-2 (active and pro-enzyme form), shows a significant difference in MMP-2 levels between the Control Group and the IVF Group (P < 0.002). The presence of MMP-9, reported as ng/ml of total MMP-9, was not detected in IVF patients, while the Control Group high MMP-9 levels observed were quite high (Fig. 2B). Using a quantitative ELISA method, we also checked the levels of TIMP-2 and TIMP-1 (Fig. 2C and D). Both inhibitors were clearly detectable in all FFs; no significant differences were found for TIMP-2 between IVF patients and normally ovulating women (Fig. 2C). On the other hand, a great difference was visible for TIMP-1 between the two groups; the level of TIMP-1 seems to have an even rate inside the IVF Group (Fig. 2D).

As reported in the literature, ovarian function is based mainly on measuring serum estradiol levels, but 17β-estradiol serum level is produced from all kinds of follicles present in the ovaries during the IVF treatment. In assisted reproductive technologies cycle the goal is to retrieve mature oocytes and the parameter of maturity is closely associated with follicular size.

Our aim was to evaluate a possible correlation in a single FF between MMPs and 17β-estradiol in treated and non-treated patients. We measured the amount of 17β-estradiol in the FFs and sera of every patient.

The data reported in Fig. 3 show a significant difference in FF 17β-estradiol levels between the groups (P < 0.05). In particular, the FF 17β-estradiol value in IVF women (mean of 11 patients = 654 ng/ml) is 2.2-fold lower than in normally ovulating women (mean of 10 patients = 1477 ng/ml). In contrast we found that serum 17β-estradiol levels from IVF patients (1000–6700 pg/ml) were remarkably higher with respect to the values of the normally ovulating women (48–427 pg/ml). We can explain this if we consider that 17β-estradiol serum of IVF patients is due to follicles of all different diameters present in the ovary, while in the normally ovulating women the 17β-estradiol serum value comes from a single follicle.

Discussion

In this study, we demonstrate, for the first time, that MMP-2 and MMP-9 expression was much lower in FFs of IVF patients compared with what was found in normally ovulating women. In addition, we found similar TIMP-2 levels in both clinical groups, while TIMP-1 levels were significantly higher in the IVF Group compared with controls.

Follicular development, ovulation, formation of corpus luteum and its regression involve extensive tissue remodeling. The development of ovarian follicles and the breakdown of the follicular wall to release the mature oocyte at the time of ovulation, requires extensive angiogenesis and remodeling (9); the resulting mature follicle remains in an extracellular environment of collagen, laminin and fibronectin. Researchers have proposed that the extensive changes in the ovarian ECM during folliculogenesis are accomplished partially by the MMP system. Although a definitive causative effect has yet to be proved, correlative data implicate the MMP system in follicular growth. For example, Bagavandoss (11) observed that the pattern of MMP-2 and MMP-9 immunolocalization was markedly increased at the later stage of follicular development. In other species, such as goats, collagenase activity
has been noted to increase with increasing follicular size (12). Although little is known about the MMPs during follicular growth in humans, in other species the MMPs are present within the follicle. Our results point out remarkable differences in the expression of MMPs and TIMPs in the two clinical groups enrolled in our two schedules. It seems that the presence of MMP-2 is higher (2-fold) in controls than in the IVF Group. The same behavior is more marked for MMP-9 level; as a matter of fact, in some cases we are not even able to detect the molecule in FF. We presume that MMP-2 is involved in follicular development, while MMP-9 expression is recruited in follicular breakdown.

The changes in the TIMPs during early follicular growth have received limited attention, but the emerging evidence suggests that the alterations in TIMPs are closely related to the changes in MMPs (13). A working hypothesis for the ovarian MMP system would encompass the fine balance of MMPs and inhibitors to regulate their action and localization. In this report we evaluated TIMP levels in the FFs of a normally ovulating control group vs those in IVF patients. TIMP-2 expression was similar in both clinical groups. However, we noticed a significantly higher TIMP-1 level in stimulated women. Expression of TIMPs is modulated by progesterone and estradiol and has been associated

---

Figure 2. ELISA. Concentrations of MMP-2, MMP-9, TIMP-2 and TIMP-1 were detected in FFs from women without fertility problems (Controls) and women undergoing IVF treatment (IVF). Data are presented as means ± s.d. from three independent experiments. ND, not detected.

Figure 3. ELISA. Concentrations of 17β-estradiol were detected in FFs from women without fertility problems (Controls) and women undergoing IVF treatment (IVF). Data are presented as means ± s.d. from three independent experiments. ND, not detected.
with steroidogenesis in granulosa cells (14). Examined together, our results lead us to hypothesize that the hormonal protocol in IVF patients induced a modification in the MMPs/TIMPs system during multiple follicular development. The MMP system may regulate normal follicular maturation and atresia to achieve the appropriate number of ovulatory follicles (12). Ovarian TIMPs may act as multifunctional autocrine/paracrine factors in cellular proliferation, differentiation, neovascularization or steroidogenesis during folliculogenesis.

The production of estradiol in the human ovary results from a cooperation of teca and granulosa cells (15); in clinical practice, serum estradiol is an established variable to detect multiple follicular development. Although serum estradiol has been used to monitor the follicular growth during controlled ovarian stimulation, estradiol levels in FF may not play any role in predicting the quality of oocytes and embryos (16). In this study, our results failed to show any relationship between MMPs/TIMPs and FF estradiol levels.

This might suggest that some other variable is dominating the actual fertilizability of the oocytes, but that oocytes made in a follicle with well-functioning granulosa cells, once fertilized, are better fitted to start embryonic development.

In conclusion, further studies are needed to understand how the changes in the ratio of MMPs to TIMPs may reflect the ovarian response (follicular development and oocytes/embryo quality) during controlled ovulation stimulation.
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